Healthcare use cases

**Patient Registration and Administration**
Innovative technology solutions that align to new patients’ needs to speed up registration and access to care.

**Doctor’s Office**
Efficient and space saving solutions for care providers in need of accurate, secure and fast access to patient information.

**Exam Room**
Innovative technology solutions that are flexible, secure and easy to manage so care providers can focus on their patient’s needs.

**Medical Imaging and Diagnosis**
The best tools for radiologists to work efficiently and confidentially to enable positive outcomes.

**Emergency First Responder (EMS)**
Technology solutions for emergency medical service and care providers who need to be equipped with tools to perform in the most demanding situations.

**Telehealth**
Gain on-demand secure access to patients, programs and data from wherever your patients are.

**Interactive Learning**
Enter new worlds of learning potential with a VR-ready solution for mainstream desktop users.

**Simplify IT**
Our most secure* & simple-to-manage offerings make IT management a breeze for our customers.

*Based on Dell internal analysis, September 2022. Not all features available with all PCs. Additional purchase required for some features.
Patient Registration and Administration

Innovative Technology Solutions that align to new patients needs to speed up registration and access to care.

**Dell Recommended Solution**

A  OptiPlex Micro (35W)
B  Dell 27 USB-C Hub Monitor - P2723DE (x2)
C  Dell Micro All-in-One Stand - MFS22
D  Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard & Mouse - KM5521W
E  Dell Pro Stereo Headset - WH3022

Experience a clean, hassle-free workspace with this Dell-exclusive solution. Create a Single Cable Type-C Power Delivery solution with Micro (35W), powered by a Dell USB-C Hub monitor, neatly mounted to a Micro All-in-One Stand.

**Additional accessories and options**

F  Dell UltraSharp 4K Webcam - WB7022
G  Dell Single Monitor Arm - MSA20
H  Dell Speakerphone - SP3022

Some options may not be available in all regions.
Patient registration and administration

Securely access both their applications and patient records, regardless of location or available station.

The space-saving OptiPlex 3000 Thin Client supports up to three displays at 4K resolution and makes it easier to multi-task or simply see the bigger picture. Get the centralized control and security inherent to Dell thin clients and secure access to cloud-based applications and virtual workspaces.

Dell Recommended Solution

- **A** OptiPlex 3000 Thin Client with Dell ThinOS, Dell Hybrid Client or Windows 10 IoT Enterprise
- **B** OptiPlex Micro All-in-One Stand - MFS22
- **C** Dell 24 Monitor - P2423D
- **D** Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM5221W

Additional accessories and options

Discover a wide selection of stands and mounting options designed and tested for OptiPlex Micro and OptiPlex 3000 Thin Client.

Some options may not be available in all regions.
Doctor’s Office

Care providers can get accurate, secure and fast access to patient information with our versatile mobile solutions.

Dell Recommended Solution

The beautifully designed Latitude 7340 aluminum chassis is available in a Titan Gray color and versatile 2-in-1 form factor that makes it easy to convert from tablet to laptop mode for use in corridor conversations or while docked in patient meeting rooms. For the ultimate in mobility, select the Latitude 7340 Ultralight, made from durable lightweight magnesium and available in a sleek River color.

A Latitude 7340  
B Dell Premier Rechargeable Active Pen - PN7522W  
C Dell Premier Rechargeable Wireless Mouse - MS7421W

Additional accessories and options

D Dell UltraSharp 27 4K USB-C Hub Monitor - U2723QE
E Dell Premier Multi-Device Wireless Keyboard and Mouse – KM7321W
F Dell Thunderbolt™ 4 Dock - WD22TB4
G Dell Premier Wireless ANC Headset -- WL7022
H Dell Speakerphone with Multiport Adapter - MH3021P

Some options may not be available in all regions
Exam Room

Innovative technology solutions that are flexible, secure and easy to manage so care providers can focus on their patient’s needs.

Ultracompact, powerful desktop with flexible mounting options adapts to the needs of clinic and patient rooms. Quickly start up and launch common applications with the built-in AI of Dell Optimizer.

**Dell Recommended Solution**

A OptiPlex Micro with versatile mounting options
B Dell 27 Monitor - P2723D
C Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM5221W
D Medical cart

**Additional accessories and options**

E Dell Pro Wireless Headset - WL5022
Exam Room

Innovative technology solutions that are flexible, secure and easy to manage so care providers can focus on their patient’s needs.

Dell Recommended Medical Cart Solution for Exam Room

Get the centralized control and security inherent to Dell thin clients and secure access to cloud-based applications and virtual workspaces.

A OptiPlex 3000 Thin Client with Dell Dual VESA arm mount*  
B Dell 24 Monitor - E2423H  
C Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM5221W*  
D Latitude 3440 or OptiPlex All-in-One configured with Dell ThinOS, Dell Hybrid Client or Windows 10 IoT Enterprise.*

Additional options

E OptiPlex 3000 Thin Client with vertical stand*  
F Dell 27 Monitor - P2723D (x2)  
G Dell Dual Monitor Arm - MDA20  
H Dell Premier Multi-Device Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM7321W  
I Dell Pro Wireless Headset - WL5022

Additional accessories and options

* Not pictured  
Some options may not be available in all regions
Medical imaging and diagnosis

The best tools for Radiologists who need to work efficiently and confidentially to enable correct diagnosis.

Dell Recommended Diagnostic Solution

Dell Precision workstations — the most powerful workstations in the world. Built to power the most intensive applications and power world-class displays from Barco, for ultimate viewing and color accuracy.

A Precision 7865 Tower workstation

B Barco Coronis Fusion 6MP diagnostic display for general PACS

C Barco Eonis MDRC-2321 SNIB clinical review display for navigation head*

D Dell recommended home read diagnostic display solution

D Dell Precision 7680 workstation*

E Barco Nio 3MP Dual-Head Diagnostic Displays for general PACS

F Barco VisionTek eGFX Enclosure w/MXRT-5600

Additional accessories

G APC Back-UPS Pro 1500VA Battery Backup & Surge Protector – A6993995*

* Not pictured
Some options may not be available in all regions
Emergency First Responder (EMS)

Technology solutions for emergency medical service and care providers who need to be equipped with tools to perform in the most demanding situations.

Dell Recommended Solution

Trusted rugged technology solutions that help monitor and provide care for patients, in-vehicle or on the go.

A  Latitude 7230 Rugged Extreme Tablet

Additional accessories and options

B  Rugged Tablet Dock
C  Detachable keyboard
D  Dell rugged battery charger
E  Extended input and output module
F  Carrying accessories like rigid handle, flexible handle and shoulder strap
G  Rugged active pen

* Not pictured
Some options may not be available in all regions
Telehealth

Gain on-demand, secure access to patients, programs and data from wherever your patients may be located.

Dell Recommended Solution

Work in comfort and in style with a sleek new design. The new retractable 5MP IR Camera with Express Sign-In and Intelligent Privacy offer built-in, secure collaboration.

A  OptiPlex All-in-One
B  OptiPlex Premier 24 All-in-One Height Adjustable Stand
C  Dell Premier Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM7321W

Additional accessories and options

D  Dell 24 Monitor - P2423D
E  OptiPlex All-in-One
F  OptiPlex Premier 24 All-in-One Height Adjustable with Flex Bay (ODD Drive) Stand

Some options may not be available in all regions.
Enter new worlds of learning potential with a VR-ready solution for mainstream desktop users.

**Dell Recommended Solution**

Enable more immersive experiences with the desktop built to deliver rich virtual reality consumption. The Precision 3660 Tower features high performance graphics options including high-end 215W class graphics card and thrives in interactive learning environments.

**A** Precision 3660 Tower  
**B** Dell Premier Multi-Device Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM7321W  
**C** Dell UltraSharp 27 4K USB-C Hub Monitor - U2723QE  
**D** HTC VIVE Pro Virtual Reality System

**Additional accessories and options**

**E** Dell Dual Monitor Stand - MDS19  
**F** 3DConnexion SpaceMouse Pro Wireless  
**G** Dell Premier Wireless ANC Headset - WL7022

Some options may not be available in all regions.
Simplify IT

Our most secure* & simple-to-manage offerings make IT management a breeze for our customers.

Improve fleet-wide security with Dell Trusted Workspace

Reduce the attack surface with the industry’s most secure commercial PCs* featuring protections competitors cannot match:

- **Be secure from first boot:**
  Rigorous supply chain controls and Dell unique Secured Component Verification reduce the risk of product tampering.

- **Spot ticking timebombs:**
  Early alert feature Indicators of Attack, offered only by Dell, scans for behavior based threats.

- **Stay protected from evolving threats:**
  Only Dell offers off host BIOS and firmware verification, providing greater security than other PCs.

Layer on advanced threat protection with software from our ecosystem of best-of-breed partners (e.g., CrowdStrike, Absolute).

Manage your fleet of PCs - reliably and easily

Streamline how you deploy drivers, configure BIOS, monitor devices, and manage updates, with Dell Manageability Solutions.

And with Dell Trusted Update Experience, simplify how you update your endpoints with latest BIOS, driver, and firmware versions.

Dell is the only Top 5 PC vendor that:
- publishes* a device drivers and downloads release schedule
- does** integrated validation of all driver and BIOS modules in an update

So you can expect reliable updates, delivered on a regular cadence - minimizing downtime and optimizing end user productivity.

Flexibility to transform your IT

With our APEX client device portfolio we are enabling companies of any size to simplify IT and deploy the latest technologies with predictable costs. Our APEX device portfolio is made up of two offers:

- **APEX Managed Device Service** - designed for small and medium businesses with limited or no in-house IT, this fully managed subscription includes a team of IT experts that keep business devices up-to-date and secure.

- **APEX PC-as-a-Service** - designed to meet the specific IT needs of larger companies, this fully customizable subscription covers everything – devices, software and services available from one-to-five-year terms.

Learn More ›

*Based on Dell internal analysis, September 2022. Not all features available with all PCs. Additional purchase required for some features.
*When comparing publicly available device drivers and downloads release schedules published by the Top 5 PC vendors, as of May 2023. Based on internal analysis, May 2023.
**Based on Dell internal analysis, May 2023, of integrated validation approaches of Top 5 PC vendors, for driver and BIOS modules in an update, by currently shipping and future state product system images.